ARLY-GENERATION testing of progenies from crosses between selected parents has been a subject of considerable study in self-pollinated crops, including soybeans. Recent literature reviews on the topic in selfpollinated species, and specifically soybeans, have been presented by Elliott (1) and Johnson (6), respectively. The most general problem has been concerned with the effectiveness of selection for high yield of seed among and within crosses during the early generations after hybridization. Judicious selection of parents has been an accepted part of the breeding procedure, but little information has been obtained on the relative merits of soybean varieties as parents. Possible explanations for the failure to recognize high yielding progenies in early generations include: (1) Genotype-environment interactions, (2) inadequate testing in time and space, (3) heterosis attributable to epistatic or dominance effects of genes which is not obtained or maintained in pure lines, (4) heterozygosity and heterogeneity of genotypes within progenies, and (5) interplant and interplot competition. The studies reported herein were conducted to determine the value of parental and early generation progeny performance in identifying crosses that would 
MATERIALS AND METHO
The 10 parents and all the possible 45 Fi sin them that constituted the basic plant materials were described previously by Leffel Forty-five F 3 lines (one per cross) were gro ments within a replication of a randomized com for all four F 3 line tests, the Fi generation was e plot 7X7 simple lattice (7), the 1953 F» spa was designed as a 7 X 8 simple rectangular la F 2 space-planted nursery and all F 2 bulk and Fa 7X8 triple rectangular lattice designs. F 2 bulk line tests were evaluated for seed yield, size, an maturity, height, and lodging; and for oil an and purple stain [Cercospora kikuchii (T. Mats Gardner] score of seed. The 1953 F» space-p evaluated for these same characters except plant F = space-planted nursery was evaluated for onl maturity, and height. Evaluation of characters i was described in detail previously (7). Spaced and K, line tests were evaluated similarly, w exceptions or additions:
